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AbeArotA mukimodo fiber matched arrayed waveguides grating-based (de-)multiplexer has been demonstrated
for the frst time. The device has been fabicated using lwoost polymer weveguide technology.

I Introduation

Mulimode optical fiber is predofinant in many
buLiding and campus backbone iinks of local area
netwtrks. Although conpared to single-mode fiber,
multimode fiber has the advantage of relaxed
aligrment tolerances, is bandwth is much nanower.
The Imit in the bandwidth of the muUimode fiber is set
by the modal dispersion. VAth the advent of
bandwidthwdemanding applications kI local area
netwmrks such as the 10 Gbts othemet, this limited
bandkith of the muitiknods fber becomes a serous
probler. Among varlous olutions that have been
proposed to inprove the bandwidth-distance product
of multimode fiber, wavelength divison mulpexing
(VNDM) is the mot promising.

Despite the appearng characteristics of WIti
schemes, munirode fiber-compatible WDM devices
pose serious chaflenges to the designer because of
the competition bstven spectral and modal
dispersion. The difficulty iwreases further when the
bw-cost and compact size requirements for shot-
distance applications are Imposed.

Here, we demonstrate a novel design of muitimode
fiber-matched wavelength (de-)multlplexers using
arrayed waveguide gratings (AVG). This dosign Is
superior to all so far realized multimods wavelength
division muitiplexers for it has relaxed fabrication
tolerances and can be fabriated with simple planar
polymer waveguide teochnology and hence can be
produced potentialNy at very low cost. it can be easily
scaled-up for a large number ofwavelength channels.

In the following section the design of the muktimode
fiber-matched AWG and its fabrication method vil be
presented. Experimental resuts vAI be shown and
discussed in section Ill. The conclusions vil be given
in secion V.

11 Desin and fabriaton

The operation principles of AG's are expbined in
great details elsewhere [142. Fig. I shows a
schematic layout of an AWG, which consists of the
input and output waveguides and two focushig slab

regions connected by a dispersive array of
waveguides. For the array channeis an oversized db
waveguide structure as given in Fig. 1, was used. The
structure has been carefully optimized for single mode
oporation by using the following conditons P31:

50.3+ tlh and tIh 205 (1)h 2, -(t/h)2
where w is the waveguie wbith, h is the guiding layer
thickness, and t is the slab height as Indicated in the
figure. In our design a layer thickness h - 40 pm and
a channel widvth of w 115 pm ware chosen. In that
case Eqs (1) predict that, single mode operation can
be obtained for a ridge heigttrtD pmX
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Figure 1: A schematic layout of an arrayed
waveguldes grating and the proposed wavegukde
atnucture.

The insrtion loss and general performance Is largely
determiined by the transition losss (see Fig. 1)
betveen nmultiode fiber and the nuMiufode access
vwaveguide (A), the transktion between the multimode
access wavegulde and the muitlmode slab region (B)
and the mukinimode slab region and the oversized
single mode dispersive waveguides (C). The loss at
transition (A) has been shown for a 50-pm-diameter
graded-index mulinide fiber and a fmuitnide
maveguklde wlth dimensions of 40 x 40 * m and
refractive index cortrast of 1.4886(1.471 to be as low
as 0.05 dB (4 In this paper we demonstrate the
feasibility of the device by concentrating on transktion
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(B) and especially (C), the transition between the
multimode slab region and the oversized single mode
waveguide arra'. Because of the technological ease
of a single mask process we have used for the
outputfinput access channels a rib waveguide
structure with width of 41> m and ridge height of r - 20
*m. The coupling loss between this wvaveguide
structure and the 50 ^m graded Index multimde fiber
is experimentally determined to b I dB/facet.

Using these waveguides structures, we have
designed a 1x4 (de-)murtiplexer. The device operates
at a central wavelength )A = 670 nm wth spectral
channel separation of 2 nm and a free spectral range
(FSR) of 10.5 nm. The array consists of 30 rib
wvveguides and operates at grating order m = 64.
The slab has a focal length of 11.9 mm and the outpud
waveguide pitch was designed to be 50 pm. Using a
bend radius of 23 mm, which is a wry conservative
figure with regard to low bend losses, one ends up
with a total device area of 60 x 30 mnW.

The device was realized in polyner waveguide
technology. The structures were fabricated using spin
coating, photolithography and reactive ion etching.
The waveguide structure consists of a 40-pnithick
UV curable epoxy resin WV15 [51 with a refractive
index of 1,516 at X = 670 spun on a 9i*tm SO2 layer
thennatly grown on a Si wafer. A PMMA layer with
refractive index of 1.49 at X 670 nm was used as a
top cladding. Details of the fabrication process can be
found in [6,7].

Ill Experimental results and discussion
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Figure 2: Spectral response of the 4-output channels.

Fig. 2 shows the measured spectral response of the
1x4 (de-)multiplexer. The measurements were done
using a tunable dye laser pumped by an Ar laser. The
light was coupled Into the input waveguide by a
microscope objective and coupled oud of the device
Wth a multimode fiber. The results show that the
channel spacing is 2 nm and the FSR is 10.3 nm in
good agreement wvth the designed values. The
obtained excess bss is - 14 drB and a best

wavelength rejection of -15 dB. The relatively high
losses are largely originating at the interface between
the slab and the array. An irregularity in the
photolithography process makes the gaps between
the array channels at the array apertures wider than
in the design and thus increases the losses. The
wavelength rejection can to be further reduced by
optimizing the fabrication technology. Because the
measured 3dB bandwdth of 1.6 nm is close to the
designed channel separation, it results in high
adjacent channel cross talk. This cross talk can be
reduced by using a course VYDM grid. Devices with
channel spacing suited for multimode fiber netwrks,
wih channel spacing ranging from 10 to 100 nm,
have been designed and are currently in process of
fabrication. Our results indicate among others that for
the first time single mode operation of oversized bent
veguide with such large cross section dimension

could be demonstrated.

IV Conclusion

The feasibility of a multimode fiber-matched (de-
)multiplexer based on arrayed waveguides grating
has been demonstrated. The design has very relaxed
fabrication tolerances and has been fabricated using
low cost polymer waveguide technology. Single mode
operation of extreenly large cross section oversized
bent waveguides has also been demonstrated.
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